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omi didn’t move either, when he immediately used his hand as a knife and issued a slash.

“Swoosh.”omi’s blade and the opponent’s blade clashed fiercely in midair.

“Wow.”The power of omi’s blade was clearly stronger than the other party’s, and it was stronger not
by a hair, although they were both performing moves from the fourth level of the Shura Divine Saber
and the same style, omi was stronger because omi’s comprehension of the Shura Divine Saber was far
from being comparable to the other party’s.

Thus, omi’s blade instantly tore apart the other party’s blade while, at the same time, pushing back the
other party’s blade backwards.

In the next second, omi’s blade mane pushed back against the other party’s blade mane and
bombarded the other party’s cave entrance, which collapsed in an instant with a clatter.

“Wow.”Yun Xiaoyao and Fatty were both shocked.

“Brother Tang, you, you’ve really practiced the fourth level of the Shura Divine Blade, oh my god.”The
fatty was shocked, so omi wasn’t just bragging.

Yun Xiaoyao also looked at omi in shock.

At this moment, in the cave that had just collapsed, a human figure broke out of the ground.

At the same time, many of the rest of the people in the cave, hearing such a big noise, also ran out.

omi arched his hands at the man who had broken through the earth, “I’ll accept the offer.” Remember
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“Wait.”The man roared, his ears a little red, as if his mood and face were not very good, after all, he
had just thought that a blade would be enough to finish off this arrogant guy who had only just
practiced the fourth level of the Shura Divine Blade, but he didn’t expect the other party to be so
strong that he pushed back and blasted his blade into his cave.So many people came out at this
moment, they must have heard the commotion and came to see his joke.

omi said, “Brother, is there anything else?”

“You blew up my cave and that’s how you want to leave?”

omi laughed, “What’s the point of blowing up your cave, we just had a little cut-and-dry.”

“Well, even if it was just a little bit of cutting and sparring, you want to leave before we have a winner
now?”



omi said, “Haven’t we split the score yet?I don’t know who gave you the confidence to say that, but as
far as I’m concerned, it’s already been divided, you’re no match for me, and I’m no longer interested in
you.”

“You.”That man was furious, in front of so many people, he was somewhat unable to get off the stage,
he, Ji Hall Guest, although not the strongest and most powerful here, was still someone who belonged
to the upper side of strength.

“Have the guts to fight me again, that doesn’t count just now.”That man called Ji Tang Hak said.

omi said, “Unfortunately, I’m no longer interested in you.”

“You’re the one who provoked me, and you say you have no interest in me.”

“Because you’re not my opponent at all, I don’t want to waste my time, sorry.”

“You, did you make me do this?”

omi said to Yun, “Let’s go and go over to the Sun Shooting Arrow and see if we can learn a few
techniques to shoot the arrow.”

“Good.”Yun Xiaoyao and Fatty nodded their heads with adoration on their faces.

At that moment, that seasonal hall visitor was busy shouting, “Wait, what did you mean by what you
just said?The arrow that shoots the sun?Is it possible that you don’t practice the Shura Divine Blade
anymore?”

The fat man shouted of his own accord, “Let me tell you, we’re not practicing the Shura divine sword,
we’re practicing the Sun and Moon divine sword, our brother Tang Sun and Moon divine sword has
reached the seventh level, and wanted to come out for some air and go to the Air Tearing Department
to look elsewhere, so brother Tang accidentally practiced a few levels of the Shura divine sword, and
he also defeated you can, hahahaha.”

“

What? That’s impossible.”The Ji Tang Clan was shocked.

At the same time, all the people practicing the Shura Divine Sword at the scene were also shocked,
unable to believe that this was real.

“You really came from the side of the Sun and Moon divine Sword?”Ji Tangguo asked.

omi said, “I don’t seem to be obligated to answer your curious question.”

“Hmph, I don’t believe it, don’t pretend to compare in front of me, have the guts to fight me
seriously.”

omi said, “You’ve just lost, so why bother.”

“I’m not convinced, I didn’t lose.”Ji Tangguo just didn’t accept defeat.

omi said, “Since you want to fight me again so badly, then I’ll fulfill your wish, but my time is precious,
so if you didn’t beat me, then you must compensate me for the loss of time, it’s not much, three
immortal coins, do you dare?”



“Good, then you better pray that you can win, otherwise, my three immortal coins won’t be so easy to
earn.”

omi smiled slightly, coming out to learn a few layers of the Shura Divine Blade and earning a few
Immortal Coins along the way seemed like a good idea.

“Come on then, remember to bring out your strongest power.”

“Look at the sword.”Ji Tang Clan didn’t wait for omi to finish his sentence, the large knife in his hand
came to kill omi, this time it wasn’t a blade, but an actual knife.

omi could see the shortcomings of his knife at a glance, the angle of his knife was slightly slanted, the
power and speed of his blade was slightly stronger, which led to, the power was much less, not that
the stronger the power, the stronger the power, and moreover, it would lead to a lack of back
strength, omi only needed to flip back a few tens of meters, his knife would not have enough back
strength, omi could take him down with ease right away.

omi shook his head and sighed, I guess that Ji Tang guest, had no idea how clearly his weaknesses were
seen by omi.

omi didn’t take a hard look at him, but he turned around and retreated a few dozen meters, and the Ji
Tang 客 of course took advantage of the victory to rush up, but he didn’t know that he was about to
lose.

In the next second, omi suddenly slashed from below and upwards, the power of the blade aside for
the moment, omi’s slash was so precise, both in power and angle, that he couldn’t find the slightest
flaw.

“Ah.”Ji Tangkou was shocked, feeling the power brought by omi’s slash, he seemed to understand in
his heart that he couldn’t send such a perfect slash no matter what.

Without waiting for Ji Tang Hakkai to react, omi slashed his upper body’s clothes, and a thin blood trail
was on his chest, pulled diagonally as if it was a strap.

The surrounding area was silent, and all those who were alerted out to watch the fun were
incomparably surprised to see omi.

Everyone had a feeling in their minds that this omi, his techniques were very, very high, and the same
moves in his hands always felt like they were not performed by someone at the same level.

omi put away his knife and said, “Friend, you lose, if I hadn’t been merciful just now, this blood mark on
your upper body would have been more than just a blood mark.”

“I lost.”Ji Tangguo said willingly.

“Had you known that you lost so embarrassingly, why would you have fought again and lost three
immortal coins.”omi said.

Ji Tangkai flipped his hand and took out three immortal coins and said, “You’re wrong, I originally
thought that I had practiced the fourth level of the Shura Divine Saber to perfection, but I just saw the
blade you sent out, and I realized that I’m still far from it.These three celestial coins were well spent
for me.If brother is willing, I’d like to fight you again, and I’ll give you three immortal coins for every
loss.”
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